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17 of 20 review helpful Some Good Amongst the Ranting By Mark V Anderson The Bell Curve Wars is a collection 
of essays disputing the findings of the Bell Curve although one essay was in favor I thought the Bell Curve was a 
brilliant scientific treatise about subjects that are too often ignored the importance of intelligence to success in life and 
the correlation of intelligence with race But I knew that many considere The Bell Curve by Richard J Herrnstein and 
Charles Murray has generated a firestorm of debate confirming for some their secret belief in the innate inferiority of 
certain rdquo races rdquo or ethnic groups angering many who view the book as an ill concealed racist manifesto and 
worrying untold others who fear the further racial polarization of American society In The Bell Curve Wars a group of 
our country s most distinguished intellectuals dism From Publishers Weekly This collection of articles by 19 
journalists and academics represents a mostly effective counterattack against Richard Herrnstein s and Charles Murray 
s controversial bestseller The Bell Curve Stephen Jay Gould leads off by refuting the 
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